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M E N U

M A I N S 

CÔTE DE BOEUF SERVIE AU GUÉRIDON (serves up to 4 people per order)  188 
Grilled rib of beef cap-on with roasted marrow on the bone, carved table-side for two people   

FAUX FILET DE BOEUF AUX FINES HERBES ET OS À MOELLE  50 
Grilled beef striploin with roasted marrow on the bone    

ENTRECÔTE EXTRA PERSILLÉE (serves up to 2 people per order)  98 
Grilled signature-cut rib-eye steak with roasted marrow on the bone 

FILET DE BOEUF RÔTI SAUCE PÉRIGUEUX  65
Roasted beef tenderloin with Périgueux sauce    

FAUX FILET DE BŒUF TAJIMA WAGYU, PERSILLAGE BMS5-6 135  
Roasted Tajima Wagyu striploin, with a sumptuous and butter-tender BMS5-6 marbling  (300g)        

FILET DE BŒUF RÔTI À LA MOZZARELLA FRAÎCHE ET TRUFFES NOIRES D'HIVER 75  
Roasted beef tenderloin with fresh mozzarella and black winter truffles   

S T A R T E R S

CAVIAR D’AQUITAINE    112 
Generous topping of Caviar d’Aquitaine on an emulsion of smoked grouper 

TRANCHES FINES DE JAMBON PATA NEGRA 97 
Hand-carved Iberian Pata Negra ham (100g) 

LAITUE ICEBERG ET THON À LA NIÇOISE  16
Niçoise salad with iceberg lettuce and tuna    

HUÎTRE SPÉCIALE DE CLAIRE, GILLARDEAU OU ANCELIN 13 
Spéciale de Claire Oyster by Gillardeau or Ancelin (per piece)   

TRIO D’HUÎTRES GRATINÉES AU CHAMPAGNE 47 
Oyster gratin trio with Champagne sauce  

CARPACCIO DE BOEUF À L’HUILE DE TRUFFE NOIRE  26 
Beef carpaccio with black truffle oil  

TARTE DE FOIE GRAS AUX TRUFFES  45  
Foie gras and truffle tart with Périgueux sauce   

TARTARE DE SAUMON FRAIS  25 
Fresh salmon tartare topped with caviar   

LA BETTERAVE EN DUO 11  
Apple and beetroot salad with avocado and a green mustard sorbet   

FOIE GRAS À LA TRUFFE EN TERRINE 48 
Foie gras terrine with black truffles  

FOIE GRAS POÊLÉ AUX POMMES CONFITES 35  
Pan-seared foie gras with caramelised apples 

SOUPE ÉLYSÉE AUX TRUFFES 26 
Black truffle soup Élysée 

VELOUTÉ DE CHAMPIGNONS SAUVAGES 20  
Creamy wild mushroom soup with truffles  

CARRÉ D’AGNEAU RÔTI  48
Roasted rack of French lamb with a savoury potato tart and glazed spring vegetables     

CUISSE DE CANARD DES LANDES CONFITE 38
Chef's duck confit with pan-fried potatoes and seasonal vegetables  

DEMOISELLE DU MÉKONG ET LINGUINE À LA CRÈME AUX TRUFFES NOIRES D’HIVER  60
Mekong lobster with linguine tossed in a creamy black winter truffle sauce 

RIS DE VEAU LUCULLUS  53 
Baked veal sweetbreads with foie gras and black winter truffles in a puff-pastry crust  

HOMARD GRILLÉ, SAUCE AU BEURRE BLANC  22 
Grilled sea lobster with a French white-butter sauce - lobster size ranging from 800g to 1kg (per 100g)    

FILET DE TURBOT POÊLÉ, SAUCE AUX CÂPRES 65 
Pan-seared fillet of turbot with a lemon, butter and caper sauce  

SOLE MEUNIÈRE SERVIE AU GUÉRIDON  120 
Sole Meunière served table-side (400g)        

CARRÉ DE DOS DE SAUMON RÔTI À L’UNILATÉRAL  38 
Pan-seared salmon à l’unilatéral with white-butter sauce  

D E S S E R T S 

TARTE AUX FRAMBOISES  11 
Tangy raspberries on a crisp biscuit tart   

DACQUOISE PRALINÉ 8 
Praline dacquoise with a crisp, buttery biscuit                                        

CRÈME BRÛLÉE 8
Crème brûlée topped with a layer of caramelised sugar   

FONDANT AU CHOCOLAT   11 
Hot chocolate fondant and Madagascan-vanilla ice cream   

MOUSSE AU CHOCOLAT  8
Rich and creamy Jivara Valrhona chocolate mousse   

PLATEAU DE FROMAGE COMPOSÉ PAR LES FRÈRES MARCHAND  8 
Selection of artisan handcrafted and perfectly aged cheeses from France’s finest producers       

F E A S T  (please order at least 24 hours in advance) 

FILET DE BOEUF WELLINGTON (serves up to 10 people per order)  360   
Whole fillet of beef with foie gras, truffles and mushroom duxelles wrapped in puff pastry                             

FILET D’AGNEAU EN CROÛTE (serves up to 10 people per order) 425
Baked lamb wrapped in a puff-pastry parcel 

POULET JAUNE FERMIER RÔTI (serves up to 4 people per order) 120
Roasted French corn-fed chicken with root vegetables

FILET DE SAUMON ENTIER EN FEUILLETÉ (serves up to 5 people per order)   140
Scottish Salmon in a puff-pastry parcel 

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



Our Chefs
From one continent to another, one generation to another, one day 
to another: with the right people, sharing and learning becomes a 
fulfilling lifelong adventure.

Chef Alain Darc (left) comes from a long line of talented chefs. His family can trace their roots back to the early 1800s 
when his ancestor worked as a chef for King Louis XVIII. His own father won the famed “Meilleur Ouvrier de France” as 
a chef, and Alain grew up under the guidance and influence of France’s greatest names, including Lucien Ogier, Emile 
Tingaut, Jean Delavine, and Paul Bocuse. Topaz Executive-Chef Sopheak Pov’s knowledge and passion are the back-
bone of the Topaz experience. These have been enhanced by training spells in the kitchens of Michelin two-starred 
Chef Alain Dutournier’s Paris restaurant, Carré des Feuillants, and at the Michelin-starred restaurant Arrambide at 
the Hotel les Pyrénées. Sopheak has an innate understanding of food, is sensitive to all its exceptional possibilities, and 
with Chef Alain Darc’s mentoring, he has honed all of these skills and more, while his training abroad has helped him 
to run a kitchen like a ship. 



CAVIAR D’AQUITAINE 

Generous topping of Caviar d’Aquitaine on  
an emulsion of smoked grouper 

112 

S T A R T E R S

Caviar
This is our variation on a French classic, a generous topping of Caviar 
d’Aquitaine with a buttery richness that makes it a perfect companion  
to an emulsion of smoked grouper with a smooth Ratte-potato  
mousseline.

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

S T A R T E R S

Jambon  
Pata Negra
The finest cured ham in the world, Pata Negra comes from free-roaming  
pigs whose diet of wild acorns creates a sublimely honeyed ham that 
melts in the mouth.

TRANCHES FINES DE JAMBON PATA NEGRA  

Hand-carved Iberian Pata Negra ham  

(100g)   97   



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

LAITUE ICEBERG ET THON À LA NIÇOISE 

Niçoise salad with iceberg lettuce and tuna

16

S T A R T E R S

Salade Niçoise
‘À la Niçoise’ describes any dish typical of the cuisine from the  
region around the bustling Mediterranean port city of Nice and  
traditionally includes garlic, olives, fish (especially anchovies and tuna),  
tomatoes and French beans. While there is no strict recipe for  
Salade à la Niçoise, it will usually incorporate these as well as tomatoes, 
raw onion, cucumber and hard-boiled eggs. We’ve created our own  
version of this refreshing and popular hors d’oeuvre with preserved 
and fresh grilled tuna, anchovy, egg, asparagus, tomato and black  
olives.



S T A R T E R S

Huître  
Spéciale
Spéciale de Claire oysters come from the French region of Marennes 
where they are especially appreciated for their regular shape, with a 
roundness and depth that allows for a greater quantity of flesh. On 
tasting, the Spécial de Claire can be distinguished from the Fine de 
Claire by its firmer texture, greater size and a remarkable balance 
of sweet and saline. These oysters are finished for several weeks in 
shallow clay ponds that endow a quality that is considered superior to 
that of the open sea.

HUÎTRE SPÉCIALE DE CLAIRE, GILLARDEAU OU ANCELIN 

Spéciale de Claire Oyster by Gillardeau or Ancelin

(Per piece)   13   

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

S T A R T E R S

Huîtres  
Gratinées
While very much appreciated raw, oysters are remarkably versatile 
and can be prepared for hot or cold dishes. This recipe harks back  
to the decadent days of the 19th century and uses cream to  
intensify the qualities of the delicate oyster flesh, and Champagne to  
emphasise the elegance and nobility of the moment. The blend of 
briny, fruity and creamy flavours can only be described as glorious.

TRIO D’HUÎTRES GRATINÉES AU CHAMPAGNE  

Oyster gratin trio with Champagne sauce 

47



S T A R T E R S

Carpaccio
With fresh ingredients and vivid flavours, this classic dish combines 
all the best elements of traditional Italian cuisine. Its origins can be 
traced back to 1960’s Venice when the founder of Harry’s Bar (which 
is still running and now a national landmark) created it for Countess 
Amalia Nani Mocenigo. They named it Carpaccio after the Venetian 
artist Vittore Carpaccio who was renowned for his ample use of the 
colour red.

CARPACCIO DE BOEUF À L’HUILE DE TRUFFE NOIRE  

Beef carpaccio with black truffle oil 

26

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

S T A R T E R S

Tarte Foie Gras
The Perigord, and its breathtaking landscape, is famous for being 
home to the beautiful Dordogne River, and also for being France’s 
principal producer of the highest quality truffles. In this dish, we have 
paired black winter truffles with a silky smooth foie gras in a crisp 
puff-pastry tart and topped it with a gently poached egg to create  
a dish of opulently rich and earthy flavours that are perfectly  
emphasised by the nutty tang of a Périgueux sauce. 

TARTE DE FOIE GRAS AUX TRUFFES  

Foie gras and truffle tart with Périgueux sauce  

45 



TARTARE DE SAUMON FRAIS

Fresh salmon tartare topped with caviar

25

S T A R T E R S

Tartare  
de Saumon
The word ‘tartare’ in French can be traced back to the 13th century 
when it referred to the Tatars, a Mongol tribe from Central Asia who 
were renowned for their fierceness. In French cuisine, it has come to 
indicate piquancy, such as in this classic dish of chopped raw salmon 
seasoned with pepper, lemon juice, dill and Piment d’Espelette.

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

S T A R T E R S

Duo Betterave 
Pomme
Bringing together the soft, warm earthiness of beetroot and bright, 
crisp tang of apple, this deliciously refreshing, and healthy, salad is 
completed by the smooth sweetness of avocado and peppery tang of 
a green mustard sorbet.

LA BETTERAVE EN DUO 

Apple and beetroot salad with avocado  
and a green mustard sorbet 

11 



FOIE GRAS À LA TRUFFE EN TERRINE 

Foie gras terrine with black truffles 

48

S T A R T E R S

Terrine  
Foie Gras
On the Atlantic southwest of France, the region of Gascony is a French 
gastronomic powerhouse and a producer of two very significant  
luxuries: foie gras and truffles. Here these delicacies are combined 
to create a dish that is pure indulgence. A terrine combines seasoned 
and blended foie gras layered with aromatic slices of black winter 
truffle to create a smooth, rich and unforgettable way to start your 
meal.

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

S T A R T E R S

Foie Gras Poêlé
In one of the most classic combinations in French cuisine, a meltingly 
tender foie gras is perfectly pan-fried to add warmth and a depth 
of flavour that is exquisitely counterpointed by the sweet tang of  
caramelised apples.

FOIE GRAS POÊLÉ AUX POMMES CONFITES  

Pan-seared foie gras with caramelised apples 

35



S T A R T E R S

Soupe Élysée
The legend of the famous truffle soup was born in 1975 when France’s 
President Valéry Giscard d’Estaing promoted Paul Bocuse to become  
a Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur. For the occasion, the father  
of French gastronomy was asked to prepare a special meal and one  
of the dishes he decided to serve the President and guests was 
a Soupe aux Truffes, truffle soup, topped with a puff-pastry crust.  
According to the legend, when President d’Estaing asked Bocuse how 
to eat this soup, he replied, “Simply break the crust, Mr President”.

SOUPE ÉLYSÉE AUX TRUFFES 

Black truffle soup Élysée

26 

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

S T A R T E R S

Velouté de  
Champignons
The creation of Michelin three-starred Chef Alain Chapel, this  
soup combines the deep, rich earthiness of wild mushrooms, which 
is highlighted by the cream and then lightened by whisking the broth 
into a “cappuccino” so that it does not overpower your appetite.  
A warming soup that is the ultimate comfort food.

VELOUTÉ DE CHAMPIGNONS SAUVAGES  

Creamy wild mushroom soup with truffles

20



M A I N S

Côte de Boeuf
The tastiest cut of all, rib-eye is richly marbled with fat that renders 
down during cooking keeping the meat moist, tender and bursting with  
flavour. The cap, sometimes called “butcher’s butter”, is even juicier 
and more richly flavoured and considered by aficionados to be the 
very best cut there is.

CÔTE DE BOEUF SERVIE AU GUÉRIDON

Grilled rib of beef cap-on with roasted marrow on the 
bone, carved table-side for two people 

 188

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

M A I N S

Faux Filet
Leaner than an entrecôte, the strip loin is nonetheless counted among 
the noble cuts of beef. Its tenderness derives less from the presence  
of fat, but because it comes from a muscle that is less active than 
others. An honourable partner for the sweet earthiness of the  
accompanying roasted marrow on the bone.

FAUX FILET DE BOEUF AUX FINES  
HERBES ET OS À MOELLE

Grilled beef striploin with roasted  
marrow on the bone

50



M A I N S

Entrecôte
Of all the different cuts, rib-eye is the most favoured among real meat  
lovers. It combines tenderness with a richer taste experience that 
comes from the tiny rivers of fat running through the muscle that 
render down in cooking to coat the meat in deep, juicy, savoury  
flavours. While we respect everyone’s personal preference, we believe 
this cut finds its greatest expression when cooked medium-rare.

ENTRECÔTE EXTRA PERSILLÉE  

Grilled signature-cut rib-eye steak with  
roasted marrow on the bone 

98   

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

M A I N S

Filet Sauce 
Périgueux
The tenderest cut, a fillet of beef tenderloin always feels like luxury.  
We offer two ways of enjoying this supreme steak. Here with a  
Périgueux sauce made with mushrooms, black winter truffles and 
a generous dash of Maderia wine, to offer a sublimely earthy and  
nut-sweet contrast with the rich flavours of a fillet steak.  

FILET DE BOEUF RÔTI SAUCE PÉRIGUEUX 

Roasted beef tenderloin with Périgueux sauce 

65



M A I N S

Faux Filet  
Tajima Wagyu
‘Wagyu’ translates simply as ‘Japanese cattle’, and Tajima is the 
most famous of all Wagyu bloodlines. Tajima Wagyu is prized for its  
ability to develop extremely high degrees of marbling that melts in 
your mouth like smooth caramel, leaving the silken finish of beef and 
butter on the tongue.

FAUX FILET DE BŒUF TAJIMA WAGYU, PERSILLAGE BMS5-6

Roasted Tajima Wagyu striploin, with a BMS5-6 marbling that  
transforms into sumptuous flavour and a soft, buttery texture 

(300g)   135   

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

M A I N S

Filet aux 
Truffes
We love this succulent cut of fillet of beef tenderloin so much that we 
came up with a second way for enjoying this supreme steak. Going 
straight to the source for an even more divine experience, we top this 
prime cut with a creamy layer of melting Phnom Penh Mozzarella 
and lavish shavings of black winter truffle. 

FILET DE BŒUF RÔTI À LA MOZZARELLA FRAÎCHE  
ET TRUFFES NOIRES D’HIVER

Roasted beef tenderloin with fresh mozzarella  
and black winter truffles

75 



M A I N S

Carré 
d'Agneau
The most luxurious cut: rack of lamb is tender, full of flavour, and 
usually reserved for special occasions. Our signature oven-roasted 
rack of lamb comes out perfectly with crispy fat, juicy meat, and a 
delicious butter sauce. Served with a savoury potato tart and glazed 
spring vegetables, you’re in for a treat when you choose this.

CARRÉ D’AGNEAU RÔTI 

Roasted rack of French lamb with a savoury  
potato tart and glazed spring vegetables 

48

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

M A I N S

Confit  
de Canard
A revered and long-standing classic of Gascon cooking traditions, 
duck confit is so delicious that the 16th century king, Henri IV, used 
to order whole barrels to be delivered to Paris because no one in 
the capital city knew how to make it. This dish achieved prominence 
in Cambodia thanks to Chef Alain Darc, who inherited his family’s  
traditional methods from his father, which he has carefully passed on 
to Chef Sopheak Pov. Once tried, never forgotten.

CUISSE DE CANARD DES LANDES CONFITE

Chef's duck confit with pan-fried 
potatoes and seasonal vegetables

38 



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

M A I N S

Demoiselle  
Du Mékong
Sweet, rich, firmly textured Mekong lobster (Bang Kang in Khmer)  
is Cambodia’s undisputed queen of the rivers and is beautifully  
completed with a soft, creamy bed of linguine tossed in a black winter 
truffle sauce.

DEMOISELLE DU MÉKONG ET LINGUINE  
À LA CRÈME AUX TRUFFES NOIRES D’HIVER 

Mekong lobster with linguine tossed in  
a creamy black winter truffle sauce 

60



M A I N S

Ris de Veau
While offal is still relished in other parts of the world, its popularity  
in Europe over the last half-century has declined, which is a shame  
because it offers so much in tenderness, flavour and value.  
Contemporary chefs concerned with nose-to-tail cooking that wastes 
nothing are today provoking a slow turn-around in attitudes and much 
of the credit for their success goes to sweetbreads (of lamb or calf) 
that are often considered a “gateway” for bringing people back to this 
important element. Achingly tender and creamy, in this dish their mild  
flavour is lifted by the deep and delicate flavours of foie gras and black 
winter truffles, all wrapped in the comforting crunch of a puff-pastry 
crust.

RIS DE VEAU LUCULLUS  

Baked veal sweetbreads with foie gras and  
black winter truffles in a puff-pastry crust

53 

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



M A I N S

Homard Grillé
Sea lobster represents the height of temptation—beautifully grilled 
until the meat is so incredibly tender that the side of melted butter  
becomes all but superfluous. An epic indulgence guaranteed to  
impress for a sumptuous dinner or a celebratory meal.

HOMARD GRILLÉ, SAUCE AU BEURRE BLANC 

Grilled sea lobster with a French white-butter sauce 
(lobster size ranging from 800g to 1kg)

(Per 100g)   22   

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

M A I N S

Turbot
The Champagne of flat fish, truffle of the deep, turbot is one of the 
sea’s finest fish. Turbot is esteemed for its pearlescent, textured flesh, 
rich flavour and the sheer juiciness of the meat that earned it the 
nickname: King of the Sea. Here is Executive Chef Sopheak Pov’s 
personal vision of how this regal North-Sea fish should be prepared.

FILET DE TURBOT POÊLÉ, SAUCE AUX CÂPRES 

Pan-seared fillet of turbot with a lemon, butter and caper sauce

65



M A I N S

Sole Meunière
Dover sole is famous for its firm texture and delicate flavour, and is 
the centrepiece of perhaps the finest and most acclaimed seafood 
dish in the world: ‘Sole Meunière’. Called the Rolls Royce of fish by 
Gordon Ramsay, Dover sole was also a firm favourite of France’s ‘Sun 
King’, Louis XIV. We fly our Dover sole direct from France so that you 
can enjoy the Kingdom’s finest Sole Meunière right here in peerless 
Phnom Penh.

SOLE MEUNIÈRE SERVIE AU GUÉRIDON

Sole Meunière served table-side 

(400g)   120   

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

M A I N S

Saumon  
à l'Unilatéral
À l’unilatérale refers to a style of cooking in which the fillet is  
pan-fried on one side only, creating a crisp skin, a cooked outer-side, 
and a near-raw inner-side with a meltingly tender core.

CARRÉ DE DOS DE SAUMON RÔTI À L’UNILATÉRAL  

Pan-seared salmon à l’unilatéral with white-butter sauce

38 



Sides
Every great steak deserves a sensational side to complement it. From 
classic roast potatoes to baked vegetables and vibrant salads, these 
dazzling side dishes will add a divine extra shine to your main course.

Sauces
A flavourful sauce is a core component of culinary culture. From  
spirited briny to seasoned piquant, you will savour every spoonful of 
these delicious sauces while they take your course up another notch.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

SALADE CÆSAR 9
Caesar salad with classic dressing 

CHAMPIGNONS SAUTÉS 9
Sautéed mixed mushrooms 

HARICOTS VERTS SAUTÉS À L’AIL 6
Green beans sautéed in garlic and butter

GRATIN DE MACARONI   9
Classic baked macaroni cheese with added cream

RIZ SAUTÉ  6 
Topaz’s sautéed rice 

   

POMMES DE TERRE SAUTÉES  9  
Sautéed baby potatoes

 

ASPERGES FRAÎCHES, GRILLÉES OU VAPEUR 9
Grilled or steamed fresh asparagus

  

FAMEUSE PURÉE DE POMMES DE TERRE RATTE  15 
Famously smooth and buttery ratte potato purée
   

GRATIN DE POMMES DE TERRE 15
Sliced baked potatoes  

S1    SAUCE BÉARNAISE 4 
       Béarnaise sauce  

S2   SAUCE AU BEURRE BLANC ET POIVRE             4
       Buttery Kampot Black Pepper sauce    

S3   SAUCE AU POIVRE VERT DE KAMPOT             4
       Kampot green peppercorn sauce 

S4   SAUCE AU POIVRE ET CITRON              4
      Cambodian black pepper and lime juice    

S5   SAUCE AU ROQUEFORT              4
       Roquefort blue cheese sauce         

1

5

2

6

8

3

4

S1

S2

S3

S4
S5

9

7



Feast
Impress your party with our special dishes that serve up to 10 guests  
unless otherwise indicated. 24 hours advance notice required

Come together over a feast that’s more than just a meal. At Topaz, we have created a range of dishes that are  
designed to be shared among up to ten people, bringing you all their delicious flavours generously seasoned with the 
simple but meaningful joy of sharing.
 

To enjoy this exceptional experience, we ask that you place your order at least 24 hours in advance.  
Place your order by mail: reservation-topaz@thaliashospitality.com, or telephone: (+855)  15 821  888

Beef Wellington: roasted fillet of beef topped with foie gras and wrapped in a puff-pastry crust (up to 10 servings) 
Baked lamb wrapped in puff pastry (up to 10 servings) 
Roasted French corn-fed chicken served with root vegetables and French beans (up to 4 servings) 
Scottish Salmon wrapped in puff pastry (up to 5 servings)



FILET DE BOEUF WELLINGTON 

Whole fillet of beef with foie gras, truffles and  
mushroom duxelles wrapped in puff pastry 

   360

UP TO 10 SERVINGS 
To enjoy this exceptional experience, we ask that you place your order at least 24 hours in advance

B A N Q U E T

Boeuf  
Wellington
Beef Wellington is the English equivalent of the French filet de boeuf 
en croute, which they renamed after the Battle of Waterloo. Chef  
Sopheak Pov’s version consists of a whole fillet of beef coated with 
foie gras, truffles and mushroom duxelles, then wrapped in puff  
pastry, glazed, and baked to perfection.

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

B A N Q U E T

Agneau  
en Croûte
Our melt-in-the-mouth crusted lamb fillet is slowly cooked in a rich, 
herby butter to a perfect medium-rare, then encrusted with Parmesan  
cheese, fresh herbs and puff pastry.

FILET D'AGNEAU EN CROÛTE

Baked lamb wrapped in a puff-pastry parcel 

425

UP TO 10 SERVINGS 
To enjoy this exceptional experience, we ask that you place your order at least 24 hours in advance 



B A N Q U E T

Poulet Rôti
Considered by elite chefs to be the finest in the world, Poulet Jaune 
chickens are born and raised in France using traditional free-range 
and slow-feed methods that encourage normal chicken activity such 
as running, pecking, and scratching as well as natural growth and full 
flavour development.

POULET JAUNE FERMIER RÔTI 

Roasted French corn-fed chicken with root vegetables

120 

UP TO 4 SERVINGS 
To enjoy this exceptional experience, we ask that you place your order at least 24 hours in advance

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

B A N Q U E T

Feuilleté  
de Saumon
Our Scottish Salmon is sustainably raised off the coast of Scotland 
where the frigid waters and strong currents produce salmon that are 
high in fat creating a mild flavour and buttery texture.

FILET DE SAUMON ENTIER EN FEUILLETÉ  

Scottish Salmon in puff pastry 

140 

UP TO 5 SERVINGS 
To enjoy this exceptional experience, we ask that you place your order at least 24 hours in advance



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

D E S S E R T S

Tarte  
Framboises
After an indulgent meal, the tart vibrance of raspberries refreshes 
and resets the palate. Married with the crisp biscuit at the heart of our 
tart, this dessert offers endlessly satisfying simplicity.

TARTE AUX FRAMBOISES 

Tangy raspberry on a crisp biscuit tart 

11



D E S S E R T S

Dacquoise
Originating in Dax (whose inhabitants are referred to as Daquoise) in 
southwest France, this delicate dessert offers layers of lightly sweet 
and nutty meringue with whipped cream and a buttery biscuit.

DACQUOISE PRALINÉ

Praline dacquoise with a crisp, buttery biscuit 

8

All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes



All prices are in US Dollars and inclusive of standard government taxes

D E S S E R T S

Crème Brulée
French for ‘burnt cream’, creme brûlée has been winning die-hard 
devotees for 400 years because, from the moment your spoon 
cracks the brittled sugar topping to reveal the silky-smooth custard 
beneath, a crème brûlée has the power to freeze time. A dessert 
that radiates indulgence, refinement and simplicity in this way simply  
demands all of your attention for every glorious spoonful. Its origins  
are hazy though. France, England and Spain all claim their own  
versions and histories, but the French one is the top in our view.

CRÈME BRÛLÉE

Crème brûlée topped with a layer of caramelised sugar

8 



D E S S E R T S

Fondant  
Chocolat
A sophisticated chocolate cake with a melting heart that was either 
the result of a happy accident by Jean-Georges Vongerichten in New 
York, or two years of dedicated reflection and revisitation in France 
where Michel Bras’ version was patented. The chocolate fondant 
with its blend of warm and cool sensations has become something 
of a cult among all who have tasted one. We serve ours with a scoop 
of refreshing house-made vanilla ice cream, prepared with premium 
Madagascan vanilla beans.

FONDANT AU CHOCOLAT  

Hot chocolate fondant and  
Madagascan-vanilla ice cream

11
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D E S S E R T S

Mousse  
au Chocolat
Reportedly invented in the 19th century by French impressionist painter  
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, thick, rich, smooth, indulgent, creamy 
and simply delicious chocolate mousse is everything you could  
wish for in a dessert. Made with the exceptional Jivara Valrhona 
chocolate, Topaz’s chocolate mousse is supreme...

MOUSSE AU CHOCOLAT 

Rich and creamy Jivara Valrhona chocolate mousse

8



D E S S E R T S

Fromages
Every table has a place for cheese, whether it belongs to a farmer or 
banker, king or pauper, monk or libertine. It is the ultimate translation 
of the flavours of the soil into divine, firm, crumbly, gooey, aromatic  
form, bursting with addictive edge in every bite. Our cheese platter 
is composed of a selection from Les Freres Marchand, acclaimed  
cheesemongers since 1849, and our very own finest artisan  
handcrafted cheeses, all aged to perfection.

PLATEAU DE FROMAGE COMPOSÉ  
PAR LES FRÈRES MARCHAND 

Selection of artisan handcrafted and perfectly  
aged cheeses from France’s finest producers
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